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In today’s world of cloud first strategies, many 
businesses are looking to integrate solutions. Why? 
Because data is key.  

Businesses need to be resilient, ahead of the game, 
and more transparent to be able to grow and be 
compliant regardless of the business size. So, whether 
that is to connect the dots to reduce administration 
time, or to give business-wide insight to help strategic 
planning, data is becoming a top priority for many. 

To help, we provide three options: 

Self-Serve – for you to consume APIs to build, test 
and deploy your own integration solution.

Standard Integration Service – we manage a 
standard integration end to end which includes: 

• Initial discovery of requirements 

• Formal scope involving the 3rd party  
software supplier 

• Build to best practice framework 

• Deployment and support 

• Maintenance and monitoring

Technical Integration Service – for those who 
may have more bespoke needs. We will provide 
consultancy to scope requirements where your 
HR system needs to be integrated with multiple 
systems and data requires complex manipulations.   
All built using Microsoft Azure’s trusted and  
secure infrastructure. 

Integration Technology 

Self-Serve Technology  – leveraging the 
functionality of Azure Integration Services and 
API Management, you can have access to a library 
of APIs with Swagger (the industry framework 
for describing and documenting REST APIs). It 
will allow you to access the latest authentication 
(OAuth), OData and graph QL. It will allow you to 
connect using modern security control.

There will be API’s for: 

• Management Information Systems 

• Time and Attendance Systems 

• Learning Management Systems

• Active Directory 

Plus, many more to allow you autonomy when 
building your own integrations.  
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For more information on how you can integration your  
HR and payroll solution to other key business system,  
just get in touch.
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Integration Service - Technology: The two options 
managed by MHR, use Microsoft’s Logic Apps. 
This cloud-based platform allows us to quickly 
develop highly scalable integration solutions with 
automated workflows. The framework we have 
built allows us to standardise the integrations 
making them simpler to build and support, 
reducing the risk of failure.  

What does all this mean for you?  

Modern technology: by using Microsoft Azure’s 
technology, we are able to provide up-to-date 
integration solutions. 

Zero maintenance: if MHR are managing the 
integration, then no set-up or fixes are required  
by you, we continually monitor and maintain. 

Industry leading security: created and deployed 
through trusted Microsoft infrastructure.  

Compliant: helps you to transfer data between 
systems appropriately to be GDPR compliant. 

Future proofing: MHR and Microsoft constantly 
deploy new innovations and expand the  
service offering.

Certified to: Compliant: 

MHR solutions enable your excellence by strengthening resilience, improving adaptability and 
reducing operational complexity. You gain a suite of software and services that also nurtures and 
empowers your people, turns your data into insights and de-risks your business.

BOOK A DEMO

WHY MHR?

https://twitter.com/mhr_solutions
https://www.linkedin.com/company/mhr_solutions
https://www.facebook.com/MHRSolutions
https://www.instagram.com/mhr_international
https://www.youtube.com/c/MHR_solutions
https://mhrglobal.com/uk/en/request-demo

